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Roll & Read Take turns rolling the die to move along the path. Read the word you land on. If you land on a number, 
move forward or backward. The first to FINISH, wins! 

START

cry

high

die

fly

nigh tie fry

pie

+3

shy

tied

night spy

flies

try

light

sky

tight

dry

ties

high

why

right

by tried thigh

sty fight sly FINISH

-2

-4

+1
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Roll & Read
= y

= y
= igh
= igh

= ie
= ie

Take turns rolling the die. Check the key 
to the right. Move to the closest word 
which uses that letter or letters to spell 
the long i sound. Read the word aloud. 
The first to the last space, wins!

START

cry

high

die

fly

nigh tie fry

pie

sigh

shy

tied

night spy lie

flies

try

light

sky

tight

dry

my

ties

fries

high

why

right

by tried thigh

sty fight sly high
fried

my
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Roll & Sort
Take turns rolling the die. Read the word you land on. Then write it in the correct column on 
the accompanying sheet. The first to Finish, wins!

START

cry

high

die

fly

nigh tie fry

pie

sigh

shy

tied

night spy lie

flies

try

light

sky

tight

dry

my

ties

fries

high

why

right

by tried thigh

sty fight sly FINISH
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Roll & Sort
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Read & Do
= Say a rhyming word.Take turns rolling the die and 

moving along the path. When 
you land on a word, read it. 
Then check the key to the 
right and do the task.

START

cry

high

die

fly

nigh tie fry

pie

sigh

shy

tied

night spy lie

flies

try

light

sky

tight

dry

my

ties

fries

high

why

right

by tried thigh

sty fight sly FINISH

= Use the word in a sentence.

= Spell the word on a piece of paper without looking at the board.
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